DIRECTIONS TO
ST BENEDICT’S COLLEGE
FROM THE NORTH:
• Proceed South bound along the Eastern bypass (N3)
• Take the Van Buuren Road off-ramp
• * At the robot, turn left into Van Buuren Road
• Proceed along Van Buuren through several sets of robots, until you reach the “News Cafe”
on your diagonal right.
• Proceed straight down what is now Hawley Road. Pass through two sets of robots. (At the
second set, a coffee shop will be diagonally on your left.) The road will kink to the left with
the college fence virtually in front of you. You’ll pass Vini’s Restaurant on your left and the
campus of St Benedict’s will be clearly visible on your right, especially the Tony Dobson
Pavilion. You are now in Concord Road, which then veers to the right.
• Proceed to the next robots and turn right into Harcus Road. The main entrance to the
College is approximately 100m up the road on the right hand side.
FROM THE EAST (Including O. R. Tambo International Airport)
• Travel along the R24 in a westerly direction.
• The R24 merges with the N12 at the Gilooly’s Interchange. Keep to the extreme left and
follow the N12 and N3 South signs.
• Follow the directions for the Van Buuren Road off-ramp, as above. *
FROM THE SOUTH:
• Proceed north through the Geldenhuys Interchange following the N3 to Pretoria signs.
• Take the Van Buuren off-ramp.
• At the robot, turn right and proceed under the bridge along Van Buuren Road.
• Follow the directions along Van Buuren at the “News Cafe” as above.

ONCE ENTERING THE MAIN GATE
To reach the College and Prep School Admin Blocks, as well as the chapel, proceed up the
main drive with the three rugby fields on your right. The College buildings will come up on the left
towards the end of the drive, just before you reach the T-junction with the fence in front of you.
(You will have passed the duck pond on your right.) Turn left at this T-junction and proceed up into
the circular drive. The College Admin block will be on your left and the Prep straight ahead. To reach
the chapel, go to the Prep Admin Block.

